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The Dixie Chicks (L-R) Emily Robison, Natalie 
Maines and Martie Maguire pose with their 
Grammys at the 49th Annual Grammy 
Awards in Los Angeles February 11, 2007. 
The group won the Record of The Year, Song 
of the Year and Best Country Performance 
by a Duo or Group with Vocal for "Not Ready 
to Make Nice"; and Best Country Album and 
Album of the Year for "Taking The Long 
Way". REUTERS/Mike Blake (UNITED 
STATES)
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"I think people are paranoid" was how former Grateful Dead member 
Mickey Hart's comments to Reuters began. Hart was speaking about this 
year's Grammy Awards and the Dixie Chicks. Then he provided a sterling 
example of that very paranoia.

"I think that if they speak out, they think they're gonna get whacked by 
the government. It's pretty oppressive now. Look at the Dixie Chicks. 
They got whacked."

What? The government did nothing 
concerning The Dixie Chicks after 
they "spoke out" against President 
Bush while they were in concert in 
London. The singers were free to 
say whatever they wanted, just as 
the buying public was free to say 
whatever they wanted with respect 
to what the Dixie Chicks said.

There was public outcry, and 
indeed the Dixie Chicks lost fans 
and concertgoers. But they also 
garnered new fans, including 
fawning press. Their "naked" cover 
on Rolling Stone seems to have 
started a new fad: the 
Multimillionaire Artist As Suffering 
Figure of Persecution.

They would be followed in 
magazine-cover martyrdom by 
Kanye West, who nearly ruined a Hurricane Katrina fundraiser with his 
off-the-cuff remarks about Bush hating black people. His cover shot on 
Rolling Stone showed him wearing a crown of thorns.

Madonna, as is her wont, took the fad to its logical extremes; comparing 
Bush to Hitler and Osama bin Laden and then hanging herself on a 
crucifix.

But it's all vanity. Hart's comments, the "musical martyrs," the paranoia
— it's just self-congratulatory hooey. Musicians aren't getting "whacked"
by the Bush administration for "speaking out." But it's fun to believe it,
because only then could the very mundane act of speaking out in this, the
Land of the First Amendment, appear dangerous and brave instead of
merely mercenary.

Perspective is sorely lacking when fabulously wealthy, celebrated 
recording artists somehow believe that the fabric of free speech in a 
community is in danger because they said something political and a bunch 
of folks replied in no uncertain terms that they didn't like what they said. 
They're seeing free speech at its most vibrant and they think it's in peril.

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's Gulag Archipelago provides countless examples 
of a government "whacking" an artist for speaking out. Compare these 
few lines, for example, to the worst of Dixie Chicks "whacking" anecdotes:

Tanya Khodkevich wrote:

You can pray freely

But just so God alone can hear.

(She received a ten-year sentence for these verses.)
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provides numerous examples of Americans being "whacked" for speaking 
out in government schools. Just a perusal of the top items, one finds:

— San Francisco State University investigating the College Republicans
for stepping on Hamas and Hezbollah flags during an anti-terrorism
protest.

— A challenge to Michigan State University's "Student Accountability in
Community" program that forces "mandatory ideological re-education" on
students, at their own expense, if they are found to have "behaviors or
attitudes [that] are considered unacceptable."

— The discovery that the University of Central Florida bars free-speech on
campus except for a few "free speech zones."

— College administrators policing and punishing students for their entries
on social-networking Internet sites such as Facebook.com and
MySpace.com.

And then there are Americans under threat of government "whacking" for 
speaking out about global warming. Just ask ExxonMobile CEO Rex 
Tillerson, who recently received an ominous missive from Senators Jay 
Rockefeller and Olympia Snowe. The letter tells Exxon to "end its 
dangerous support of the [global warming] 'deniers'" and "repudiate its 
climate change denial campaign and make public its funding history." 
Then Exxon, "one of the world's largest carbon emitters," should put 
those dollars toward "global remediation efforts" instead.

Or ask climatologist George Taylor in Oregon, where the governor, 
Theodore R. Kulongoski, wishes to strip him of the position of state 
climatologist because Taylor is skeptical of the origins of global warming. 
Other apostate climatologists, such as David Legates in Delaware and 
Patrick Michaels in Virginia, could also recount experiences from their 
principled refusal to toe the climate-change line that would leave the 
Dixie Chicks in a sniveling heap.

Now, it would be wonderful if popular recording artists put their faddish
fear of being whacked by the government to good use — taking up the
cause of free-speech victims on college campuses, for example, or
supporting climate-change dissent. But of course that shouldn't be forced
on them like some crazy Michigan ideological re-education plan. After all,
it's a free country.

Jon Sanders is a policy analyst and research editor at 
the John Locke Foundation in Raleigh, N.C.

Be the first to read Jon Sanders' column. Sign up today
and receive Townhall.com delivered each morning to 
your inbox. 
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Pappy Michael writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:54 AM

Dixie Idiots

It amazes me to this day. Natalie shed large emotional tears because her
fan base told her to stick to singing instead of political assassination. Then
she recanted her apology.

I have no problem with people speaking their mind, as do most Americans, 
it is a right !

I do have a problem when someone I have hired to sing for me bashes 
Americans to an overseas audience. That Natalie cannot see that this is
wrong is indicative of the shallow egocentric nature of many entertainers.

Like a certain local Country radio station, I have vowed to never play Dixie 
Chicks again, even if they ever truly apologize to their fans. 

So they won Grammy Awards, so what? My neighbor's dog won Best in
Show. Neither award will get you a cup of coffee at Denny's.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive
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CC writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:34 AM

Whistling Dixie

These awards were given by the liberals who run the Grammys. The
"sweep" was blatantly obvious and the Dixies knew it, judging by their 
reaction. 

They were not given awards by the Country Music Association, and I doubt 
they will be. If they are given any, it would be on merit, not for a political
agenda. 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

general macarthur writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 5:57 AM

Natalie

Natalie inherited her loud mouth and liberal bent from her father, a dope 
head. If the leftward pop music scene wants to inherit a fat, loudmouthed
yeller (as opposed to singer) so be it.
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Vic writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 6:05 AM

Award Shows

I quit watching the so-called award shows a long time ago. They quit being 
about the "best" and started into the most "political" some time in the 60s. 
If a movie gets an award now that is a que for me to avoid the movie 
because it indicates that there is some liberal message in the movie. I don't 
need to worry about the grammy awards because there hasn't been a new 
artist out in the music industry worth a T-d*mn in 40 years. 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

mgraves writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 6:37 AM

Grammys

They don't even claim to be country any more. They've had one decent
(mildly country) song since Wide Open Spaces (Traveling Soldier), why 
didn't the Grammys just give them every award, irrespective of genre?
Genre didn't appear to matter anyway.
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Happy Jake writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 7:05 AM

The Dixie Chunks

The machine has yet to be invented that could measure the depth of my 
apathy and indifference to the trials and tribulations of the Dixie Chunks. 

I've long been a member of the "Shut up and act/sing" crowd. We don't
pay $8.50 a movie ticket or $13-20 a CD or $75-100 a month for cable or 
satelite to listen to these people say stupid things and then whine when 
they are called on it.

I have no sympathy for the Chunks whatsoever. They made a terrible
marketing decision, and paid for it by losing customers and they turn 
around and blame the Bush Administration. That's about as stupid as it
gets. Let's think about this for a second. The Dixie Chunks were (at the
time) a country group (hence the name.) Not to disparage country music
fans, but when people think Country Music fan they think Texas Redneck.
Realistically the fans of Country are the working-middle-class, average-Joe 
and -Jane Americans out there. You know, the ones who vote for family
values and lower taxes? The vast majority of Country Fans fit the
demographic of Republican voters. And at the time the Chunks made their
idiotic statement, Republicans weren't yet angry at President Bush. So
when the Chunks took it upon themselves to insult him, the people who 
liked their music and liked him decided that the singers were idiots (which 
they are) and stopped buying their music. And the radio stations (which are
also businesses) stopped playing them lest THEY lose customers. 

What I want to know is this: What, exactly, is the President of the United 
States supposed to do to prevent people from boycotting a product because 
the people think the producer of the product is an idiot? And why, pray tell,
should a man who has just been insulted by some whiney, vacuum-headed, 
self-promoting performer lift a finger to help out said performer?

Yes, actors and singers, you have the right to say what you will. More than
that (through sheer blind, simple, stupid, doo-dah, clueless luck rather than 
any actual talent or expertise) you have a platform from which to say it 
that people will hear it. 
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Because you use that platform, however, we the audience get to judge you 
by what you say. And when (not if) we weigh it in the balance and find it
wanting, and we decide to use that as a reason not to support your 
products, you have no cause to whine. You make your own beds when you
open your mouths.
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Howee writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 7:20 AM

Amen!

Really nothing else to add (except the Chicks might be better off if they 
jettisoned the Dixie Chunk, Natalie Mange)- superb piece! 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Vulcan writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 7:41 AM

Dixie Chicks

A good article that will never reach main stream America. The Chicks big 
mouth got them whacked where it hurts, their purse. I can't believe the 
music industry drug them out of the gutter they were in.
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Old-Sergeant writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:14 AM

Dixie Hacks

Happy Jake - AMEN! Good post. The dixie hacks, like most "entertainers" 
seem oblivious to those who buy their records. These are consumers much 
like those that go to McDonalds and Wal-Mart. They want products that suit 
their needs and tastes. When Natalie ran down our country overseas, she 
displeased her core customer. Hence, their demise as a "country" group. No 
real "conspiracy" here just consumer choice. Besides, they weren't that 
good to begin with and now seemed to have morphed into flaccid - aging 
parodies of their former selves. Time to exit the stage and maintain what 
dignity they have left.
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Happy Jake writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:21 AM

Vulcan

Oh, I can believe it. The entire music industry (except most real country
singers) feels the same way about America.

Live Long and Prosper. (Or am I thinking about the wrong Vulcan?)
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lilly writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:23 AM

Manufactured Opinion

I do not listen to the Dixie Chicks' music and I do not watch televised 
awards to performers. However, I do regularly watch Bill O'Reilly and so am 
familiar with his practice of urging punishment for all forms of dissent from 
his political views. He was instrumental in encouraging the public (styled by 
him as "the folks") to withhold commercial support of the Dixie Chicks after 
one of the girls criticized President Bush. "Of course they are free to say 
what they want," he said, "but the public is free not to buy their music." 
We do not best honor freedom of speech by punishing those who practice 
it. And I dispute that "the government did not whack" the Dixie Chicks. 
How, exactly, is that known? The Bush administration provides talking 
points to right-wing media, which then becomes an echo chamber for Bush 
administration talking points. There are many ways to whack. A 
dictatorship can force the public to do what it wants them to do by 
smashing them in the face. Other forms of government must be more 
subtle. Seventy years ago Walter Lippmann coined the phrase 
"manufactured opinion"---and that's where talking points and all other 
propaganda techniques kick in. Meanwhile, criticism of Bush's War has 
become mainstream since the war has become not a showcase for patriotic 
glory so much as an international disaster. The Dixie Chicks appear to have 
functioned as the canary in a coal mine: the first to sense danger and to 
notify others of that danger. 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive
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The Right Townhall writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:32 AM

Libralism IS a mental disorder

You know... Michael Savage is not joking when he says this. I have not
read the book but the more I think of it, there really is a screw loose with
many on the left. Either they are extremely immature (Dixie Chunks),
extremely self-centered, extremely self-righteous, Governed by emotions
and not by logic/facts. They embody the very characteristics they profess
to detest. They censor, they lie, they oppress, they segregate, they
personally attack and degrade individuals, they apply labels to people and
groups, they can not think independently and act like robots following their
grand master(s),They talk about government spying on the people ( patriot
act), yet support a branch (IRS) or any hand-out program, that takes the
money from on person ( who has to much of course) and gives it to those
who don't need it or deserve it IF it even gets beyond the sticky fingers of
the government itself. Isn’t it strange that the image most people, from
other countries, see of the USA is the liberal “anything goes” and “ In your
face” crap. Yet liberals turn around and say the world sees us as monsters
now that we put our foot down on terrorism and said “ don’t tread on me”.
The left keeps pushing the extreme, pump the adrenalin button like a
junkie pumps a syringe. ANYTHING GOES, unless it holds any chance of
keeping us away from our daily FIX!!! Sorry to rant, and rave…
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Bob writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:37 AM

Bravery?

The article and Happy Jake pretty much say it all. However, you do have to 
chuckle a bit when the Hollywood/entertainment left preen and 
congratulate themselves on their "courage" in pandering to overseas 
audiences by bashing the president, or their "bravery" in producing 
films/songs with leftist messages that are celebrated in their small, insular 
culture.
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seansfm writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:48 AM

No Talent, Zero Credibility

Okay, The Dixie Chicks do have talent, but they made one heck of a 
crappy, tame-sounding, over-produced, un-interesting album that got 
heaps of praise based entirely on the group's phoney, persecuted-rebel 
image. 

While there were plenty of other more musically intriguing songs to choose 
from, the Grammy folks chose to look past that, and reward the 
predictable, cookie-cutter sound of "Not Ready to Make Nice", an irritating, 
crybaby, whine-fest of a song that owes it's entire meaning to a three year 
old mostly forgotten controversy. 

Musical or artistic integrity does not figure into this. It's all about politics 
with the so-called "creative" industry.
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Peppermint writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:52 AM

Self centered musicians

and Hollyweird actors have a mental disease all right. They somehow have 
come up with the opinion that their bashings, criticisms, and rantings are 
so very important. So important that the government would try to shut 
them down. What arrogance! Their hateful, stupid statements are nothing 
other than that. These celebrities are about as important as the 
cockroaches killed everyday by exterminators. They have no importance 
whatsoever. They are just a bunch of hot air blow hards.

The consumer has every right to decide against buying their products if 
they don't like them. That's called a free market. Everyone has free speech 
in this country to say whatever you want, but these people forget that free 
speech comes with responsibility. 
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patriot writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 8:54 AM

Airheads
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I smashed my Dixie Chick CD long ago. I agree they weren't that good 
anyways.

Now, I'm suppose to listen to these airheads run their mouth on the 
Grammy Awards? I don't think so.

I got no respect for political droids or air-headed fat broads. 

Patooy on the Dixie Drips.
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d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:02 AM

lilly

The difference is that many conservatives who do not watch O'Reilly or 
listen to Savage still make the same decisions. I don't watch or listen to
either, but I decided to ignore the Dixie Chicks as soon as I heard Natalie's 
quote. By the same token, I quit listening to my favorite singer, Bruce
Springsteen, when he openly supported John Kerry. I have refused to see
anything with Alec Baldwin since he promied to leave the country if Bush 
won, and then didn't leave. I won't watch anything by Michael Moore since
he admittedly lied in Farenheit 911. I won't watch Rosie O'Donnell or Danny
Devito since his drunken appearance on "The View." I will never see
another movie starring Gwynyth Paltrow or Scarlett Johannsen because of 
their recent anti-American comments. Both Johnnie Depp and Madonna
also fit that last sttement. The list can go on and on, including Jane Fonda -
I've never seen anything she has done, Kanye West,and others.
Conservatives don't need talking points - we have fully functioning brains, 
and a sense of right and wrong.
On the contrary, it is the entertainment industry that tells people what to 
think and how to act. We, the public, just react to their arrogance.
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ulsterscott writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:04 AM

The Bard Said

An empty vessel makes the most noise. Most C&W folks understand that
they are "just singers of simple songs". That their moral opinions are no
more valid than any other person's. Merle Haggard did an anti-war music
video about the same time as the Dixie's but he hasn't suffered for it. Its
theme was the rich man's war and the poor man's fight. He also had the
sense not to say that he was ashamed of America even though he 
disagrees. 
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everyonesfacts writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:22 AM

dixie chicks and freedom of speech/press

Whether you agree with what the Dixie Chicks
or Toby Keith I would think you should
support both of them being played on your 
radio, since they are popular.

While I know of no government plot against
the Chicks I do remember them being banned
from ClearChannel, which I think is wrong
since it is one of the biggest media outlets.

To make clear I would not support playing 
songs just because they support Bush or
are against Bush - you would need to be 
popular. So Merle and Steve Earle 
http://www.cowboylyrics.com/lyrics/earle-steve/jerusalem-2199.html
need not be played because the public does
not call for it. But banning the Chicks
was, imho, a political move and thus goes
against the first amendment, especially
in places where there is only one country
station. For what it's worth I would be
just as upset if Toby Keith was banned.

"Because if you're bannin country musicians 
just for the words they write, man / You're
walkin' on the fightin side of me."
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pop m writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:24 AM

dixie clucks grammy

total joke!
these people are just a bunch of lemmings getting on the kook 
bandwagon!!
When any Hollywood type opens their mouth it usally spews the 
preprogrammed propaganda of the left.
I don't think there has been anything from the Democraps that I have 
agreed with in nearly 30 years. 
They seem to oppose conservatives just for the sake of opposition. They 
point fingers but never seem to have any viable solutions.
This may all seem to be off point, but it all goes to the root of the Dixie 
Clucks actions.
It is almost as if when someone decides to be Liberal that all original 
thought evaporates and they just "Go with the flow". 
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Harp writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:27 AM

holding on to the '60's

The old, aging hippies love this stuff. They envision their youth, with the
Govt. spying on John Lennon and Abbie Hoffman showing up at free 
concerts to perpetuate the myth. The Dixie Chicks have driven down the
same old tired path. They've got their millions, securely stashed away, so
now it's time for a little rabble rousing. Believe me, if they didn't have
platinum albums hanging on their walls, they'd still be sucking up to their 
base, regardless of their personal feelings. The recording industry, with it's
greying, leftist master's, now welcomes the Chicks as they commit 
commercial suicide. Once the left is done using them, they will be set out
with the trash. I just hope the country music industry has a long memory.
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seansfm writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:40 AM

Radio Support

The Dixie Chicks do not deserve radio support, because they are not 
popular ENOUGH. If they get any airplay at all, it is from pop stations, their 
new target as they market themselves as "dangerous rebels", phoney as 
that is.

Radio stations make decisions based on ratings. The higher the ratings, the 
higher the ad revenue. If there were a huge demand for the incredibly lame 
"Not Ready to Make Nice", money-hungry radio stations would be all over 
it. 
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texasmytexas writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:54 AM

Down with the "Chicks"

These anti-America gals are in the same category as Hitler as far as I am 
concerned, and that statement may not be strong enough. They have
obtained unbelievable wealth from unpatriotic idiots who buy their slander.
I say, "TAKE THEM OFF THE RADIO WAVES AND SHIP THEM OUT - AS FAR 
AWAY FROM AMERICA AS POSSIBLE! How any decent American could listen
to their trash is beyond my comprehension.
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everyonesfacts writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 9:59 AM

reply to seansfm

Maybe not as popular as previous albums, 
but they still made platinum which very
few albums can claim anymore. See:
http://www.answers.com/topic/taking-the-long-way

This would make them, I'm sure, one of the 
biggest sellers of 2006.

My point is that if there is only one country
station in a market (monopoly) and they 
refuse to play the Chicks or Toby Keith
it is akin to speech and press censorship.
And I am against that.
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farglebargle writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:15 AM

Mickey's just having a lil flashback....

Mickey Hart is just having a flashback to the early 70's.

NIXON was the one who had rockstars whacked for speaking out and 
organizing.

BUSH is the one whose friends own all those radio stations which don't play 
their album.
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Peppermint writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:16 AM

everyonesfacts

What are your facts about clear channel banning these chicks? Perhaps 
clear channel received a lot of complaints about playing their tripe and they 
made a business decision, you know, free market and capitalism. 
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:19 AM

Naked Cover

The Dixie Chicks were featured naked on the May 2, 2003 cover of 
Entertainment Weekly. It wasn't Rolling Stone. Don't you check your facts?
Oops, I forgot. This is Townhall.
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d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:20 AM

everyonesfacts

The truth is that Clear Channel, or any other company, is free to censor 
whoever they please. Its called the free market. No one is forced to listen
to the radio at all, much less to Clear Channel in particular. There's always
satellite and downloading songs to a compute or MP3 player, as well as 
traditional album sales. There is no monopoly. Making it difficult to hear a
song is not making it impossible. No one has a right to ease of use. 
Clear Channel made a decision and stuck to it. I applaud them.
Does anyone remember the backlash when Cat Stevens converted to 
Islam, changed his name to Yusef Salaam, and defended the fatwa against 
Salman Rushdie? Radio stations all over quit playing his music and crushed
his album with a bulldozer - and he actually had talent.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

svpallava writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:20 AM

Mistake by Happy Jake

Exerpt "Not to disparage country music fans, but when people think
Country Music fan they think Texas Redneck."

Then could you tell me why, in the CANADIAN province of Alberta, country 
stations have the highest listenership?

No argument against the idea that country fans tend to be more 
conservative (fiscally and otherwise).

(and no, you can't use the last paragraph as your answer).

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

JFP writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:20 AM

First amendment; lilly

everyonesfacts: A radio station refusing to play the Dixie Chicks music has 
nothing to do with going against the first amendment. That amendment
restricts the power of Congress and not radio stations.

lilly: That was a joke posting, right? After the examples Jon Sanders gave,
you don't honestly believe that Bush's suggesting to people like Bill O'Reilly 
what they should say (even assuming it happened) is the same, do you?
Sanders's examples were of people with power over others using that 
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power to stifle their speech. Bill O'Reilly has no power whatsoever. Anyone
who doesn't like him can change the channel.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:21 AM

computer

not compute - sorry, typing fast.
And I meant albums, not album

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

1LEGWARRIOR writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:26 AM

everyonesfacts

Clear channel and others are businesses, as was stated earlier. When they 
said what they did, the vast majority of country music fans made the 
decision to not listen, purchase, or pay anything for them. The decision by 
the radio stations to quit playing them was in reaction to their listener 
base. The stations who continued to play them lost large numbers of 
listeners and got many negative comments in calls and e-mails. What do 
you do as a business if the people you depend on don't want your product? 
You adapt and change your product and overcome. 

BTW, if anyone else likes Bob Seager, don't buy his new album. It will
make you mad

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:28 AM

1legwarrior

What did Seager do? I didn't buy the new one yet, but have all of the old
ones.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

seansfm writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:33 AM

Radio Lesson

Cencorship is too strong a word, since the silly and irrelevant Dixie Chicks 
get airplay on other national outlets like VH1, and even their own PBS 
Pledge Show special.

Clear Channel is RARELY the only radio group in any given market, and 
they hardly own any small market stations. In fact, Clear Channel recently 
SOLD almost all of their smaller market outlets.

The Dixie Chicks annoying, self-righteous whining is not being silenced by 
any means.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Tony writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:37 AM

Dixie Rats

As ususal the whacked out left off the scale on saying we are a Nazi like 
state. I remember my grandfather's disgust with the left during the
Vietnam war and how he as a former veteran of combat saw them as not 
only be dangerous to troop morale but to our future to eradicate dangers 
abroad as he was called to do by an earlier war. Now I see his words
coming true again, I am glad he doesn't have to see this disgusting display
again as he saw it.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:39 AM

svpallava, about Canada...

The Dixie Chicks went 5X's Platinum there according to Wikipedia. Canadian
Cowboys must agree with liberals.
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 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:46 AM

Thank you, Jon Sanders

for an engaging piece of opinion writing.

Your point that their "suffering" is a direct result of free speech at it's best 
(the market responded to their outburst) is right on. We should all applaud
that free speech worked exactly in the way it was designed in this instance.

Your subsequent point that their moaning and tearing their clothes as
martyrs is nothing more than martyrdom against all the money they lost is 
also right on. Their complaining has nothing to do with true oppression;
yet, they continue in their narcissistic rants--oblivious to the reality that 
NOBODY CARES, and that it's pointless to pander to hippie pot smokers 
without jobs who can't buy your records.

Your article was well-done and timely. 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Bob writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:46 AM

Liberal media loves them

But real Americans walk away. There were many in the audience at the
Grammy Awards who got up and walked out, but the leftist media didn't 
show them on camera. The bigot bimbos also hate men. I stopped listening
to anything they did after their song advocating the murder of husbands.
Anyone who still panders to them has a mental disorder. 
Bob

Catch more of The World according to Bob at:
http://bobstruth.blogspot.com/
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cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:55 AM

ok, I just read a little further down

And I'm actually seeing someone post that it's Bush's fault the records 
aren't getting played on mainstream radio because all his friends own the 
radio stations.

You guys TRULY truly have lost your minds. At first I was going to go
through all the reasons that the statement is infantile, but if you really 
think that, I don't know what to say to you that will make a difference.

I do wonder if you have a job, though, or if Meany Bush owns all the 
companies in the world and is refusing you employment?

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

everyonesfacts writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 10:56 AM

clearchannel and media as free press

I would like to say that I hope freedom
of the press should not belong to only
those who can afford a newspaper, tv station,
or radio station.

Anyways, Clearchannel denies banning the Chicks:

"In reality, and in response to forceful and overwhelming demands from local listeners, some 
Clear Channel radio stations increased airplay of the group's music in the weeks after Natalie 
Maines made her comments; other Clear Channel radio stations temporarily suspended 
airplay.

In fact, according to Mediabase's Airplay Monitor service, Clear Channel Radio played Dixie 
Chicks songs more often - a full 10,069 times - than any other major radio broadcaster in the 
two weeks following the statement by Natalie Maines."
http://www.clearchannel.com/Corporate/PressRelease.aspx?PressReleaseID=1167&p=hidden

But other stations did:

"In March of 2003, Natalie Maines, the lead singer of the Dixie Chicks said to an English 
concert audience, "Just so you know, we're ashamed the President of the United States is 
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from Texas," upsetting many music fans and politicians in the United States. Thinking the 
Dixie Chicks were now a pariah and thus unmarketable, all of the country music stations 
owned by 2 Atlanta-based companies, Cumulus Media and Cox Radio were told to stop 
playing their music. There is speculation that Clear Channel also may have directed their 
stations to do so, but the company states this was solely the work of local station managers, 
DJs, and angry fans. Some critics of Clear Channel, including the editors of Rock and Rap 
Confidential, say otherwise, claiming that Clear Channel executives, in a bid to gain support 
for various policies they were pushing in Washington, instigated the boycott among its 
country music stations to send a message to other musicians that criticizing President George 
Bush's administration could hurt their careers through reduced airplay, etc. Madonna had 
also faced similar problems when she released her anti-Iraq war album, American Life, and 
faced reduced radio airplay throughout the release of her album in 2003." 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clear_Channel_Communications

Thus to be clear, when we are dealing with
media those who represent a popular interest
need a chance to get their word out.
The media have commercial as well as Constitutional obligations.

 Email It  |   Print It |  

hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:05 AM

I don't understand you people at all.

You scream and call for the heads of the Dixie Chicks because they said in 
England (which is more like America than let's say Puerto Rico, Guam or 
Samoa) that they are ashamed that the president is from Texas because of 
the war. Some of you call them the worst names imaginable. Now even
people like Toby Keith are coming out against the war. The DCs get banned
from the radios and the country music establishment because these 
businesses are too afraid of your vitriolic outbursts such as burning thier 
records and protesting. Some of you even threaten them with their lives.
These are mothers with young children! Yet rappers and rock musicians 
talk about b!tches and hos and other mysoginistic lyrics yet Clear Channel 
still plays there music because you say nothing. Wow, are your priorities
ever screwed up. Jesus must be so proud.
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Mountain Rose writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:14 AM

hmmmmm... No, we know better than

to call them the worst names imaginable.

None of us want to be sent to Siberia.

However, you are welcome to use your imagination to think of the things I 
would like to call these traitors.

When in wartime a bunch of stupid little girls use their status as 
entertainers to slam the Presicent of the United States, they are slamming 
me.

The Leftie Losers can dish it out but can't take it.

The D___sie Chicks act like snotty trailer trash who suddenly find 
themselves rolling in dough and start biting the hands that feed them.

When they get what they deserve they go "BooHoo!somebody was mean to 
me! Waaaaaaaaaaah!!!"

Well too bad! If you want to talk tough, then expect tough treatment in 
return.
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Mountain Rose writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:16 AM

hmmmm...

Mothers with young children are they? 

Poor little kids.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:19 AM

hmmm

What does Jesus have to do with this? I'd have to think God has more
important things to concern himself with. Besides, who threatened the
Dixie Chicks' lives? 
We don't like what they have to say, so we don't listen. Its called aboycott.
Sounds downright American - or have you forgotten the Boston Tea Party?
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As to rock and rap and misogyny. I tend to agree with you, but there is a
difference. The Dixie Chicks said that line during a concert. It was not a
part of their song and so it was gratuitous. The misogyny of rap (which is
much greater than that of rock) is part of the music and thus part of what 
appeals to its audience. There is a difference.
An example from the 1990s: Barbra Streisand sang the song "Happy Days 
are Here Again" in concert. No big deal, and she does have a tremendous
voice. However, while she performed the song, a large screen behind her
showed pictures of Clinton and Gore at their inauguration. That was
gratuitous and, at least for me, ruined the entire performance.
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Peppermint writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:35 AM

hmmmmm

burning their records and protesting?

hmmmmm......sounds like what a leftie does when they don't like 
something. I guess that right is only reserved for you guys. Once again, 
free speech is only for the left. Everybody got that?
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Primus54 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:44 AM

Freedom of Speech Nonsense

Isn't it amazing how often so-called Constitutional "rights" are so 
misrepresented? And the truly amazing thing is that much of this is due to
ignorance, not just "re-invention."

The Dixie Chicks are free to say whatever they choose, and the 
GOVERNMENT cannot intervene and/or hinder such speech.

However, the Dixie Chicks are NOT granted a right to their speech having 
no consequences or that others with opposing viewpoints are not allowed to 
be offended... and taking actions including decisions to NOT purchase or 
play their music.

To "lilly": If you are in a market where there is only one country station...
that should tell you more about the tastes and preferences within your 
market than anything else. There aren't a whole lot of markets out there
with only one country music choice.

To "everyonesfacts": You wrote:
"My point is that if there is only one country
station in a market (monopoly) and they
refuse to play the Chicks or Toby Keith
it is akin to speech and press censorship.
And I am against that."

Are you serious? That would be like saying that the only talk radio station
in a given town that excluded the bankrupt "AirAmerica" from its schedule 
is committing censorship!

No!!! They are a business that will hopefully make its choices on the basis 
of ratings and advertising revenues. If AirAmerica HAD a large audience,
there WOULD be stations willing to air it. And if station ownership chooses
to NOT air something because of the negative feedback it is receiving from 
their listener base, they are making a "business", NOT "political" decision.
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:44 AM

d`Anconia

The whole point of the song "Not Ready to Make Nice" is the threats they 
received. Also it was the point of their nude cover on Entertainment
Weekly. This whole situation says a lot about the country music scene.
Either you agree with us or your out. We're family until you say something
we don't like.

And as for the whole Jesus thing, take a look at this website. It's filled with
how great conservatives are because they follow the word of Jesus. What
would Jesus do in this situation? Oh wait, he doesn't care how we treat one
another. Even though that was his greatest commandment. So to all the
kids reading this column. Do as we say, not as we do.

And lastly, as far as tasteless performances, don't forget Toby Keith 
performing underneath a screen showing Natalie Maines in bed with 
Saddam Hussein. Talk about giving aid to the enemy. Are you suggesting
it's okay to do this when people whose opinion you share do it? Talk about
a double standard.
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JoBo writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:45 AM

wish we would...

What would Washington look like if we responded to the words of politicians 
like fans did to the Dixie Chicks? I wouldn't mind finding out...

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

clarityseeker writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:47 AM

Entitlements are sacrosanct

Mickey Hart's comment about being "wacked" by the government is merely 
illustrative of the left's view that they are entitled to all of the grace, 
trappings, unending rewards of their vocation without any consequence to 
their behavior. 
"You owe me", is what Mickey Hart is actually saying. It's his credo. It is 
manifest to the tenets of his ilk.
The transfer of his frustration over this twisted logic to "Government" is 
beyond paranoia. It is part of an overarching ideology that is all too 
transparent and pervasive within celebrities in Hollywierd, the Democrat 
Party, and among academic elites.
Hey Mickey, give us one exmple of someone being "wacked" by the 
government over comments made like those by the Dixie 
Chicks-----anything-------Mickey?.......Mickey?.......anyone?

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

pamsparkle writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:48 AM

everyonesfacts

The government does not tell country music stations what to play or not 
play. The station managers make decisions based on sponsors and
listeners. If the listeners wanted to hear the Dixie Chicks, they would let
the station know. In fact, just the opposite happened, stations received
calls, letters, and e-mails asking them to not play the Dixie Chicks. What
you are calling "censorship" is actually consumerism at work.
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:54 AM

Peppermint, I'm all for protesting...

I just think your priorities are screwed up. If the Dixie Chicks are the
biggest problem the conservatives see in this country right now, they need 
to remove their blinders.
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Liberty writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:55 AM

Hhmm....

Seeing as how this administration has advocated or developed legislation 
that has effectively nullified our Bill of Rights (and that was just the Military 
Commission Act alone), I can see why they wouldn't want to claim 
President Bush as a fellow Texan.

Yes, the Military Commission Act applies to Americans too. Did you know
that?

Many call the Dixie Chicks traitors. What do you call someone that has
attempted to cancel out or simply ignore, much of our Constitution?

By the way, I live in Texas too.
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ONTIME writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 11:56 AM

THE DITZY CHIX, DEFINATELY!

SEEMS AS THOUGHT THE SCHIZO'S AND THE INK BLOT CROWD IN 
HOLLYWIERD CANNOT BE HAPPY WITH THE FREE SPEEECH CLAUSE IN THE 
CONSTITUTION. THEY LIKE TO TAKE IT A STEP FURTHE AND CLAIM THAT 
THE BIG BROTHER OF GOVERNMENT IS LOOKING OVER THEIR PATHETIC 
SHOULDERS. ASK THEM THIS, "WHO CARES!!!"

WHEN EVER THE DITZY GIRLS MOUTH OFF ON STAGE AND BREECH THEIR 
CONTRACT TO PERFORM, HOW MANY HAVE STOOD UP AND ASK FOR THEM 
TO REFUND THEIR CONCERT MONIES OR THREATEN TO SUE THESE GOOFY 
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GRUNTERS FOR ASSAULTING THEIR EARS WITH THEIR VERSION OF 
POLITICAL GARBAGE?

THE GOVERNMENT DIDN'T MAKE THEM PARIAH'S IN THE COUNTRY 
WESTERN WORLD, THEY DID, BECAUSE THE SO-CALLED REDNECKS THE 
DITZY'S NOW SHUNN BELIEVE IN THE DEFENSE OF FREEDOM SO THE 
DITZY CHIX CAN MOUTH OFF AND WASTE MONEY AND TIME TO STAND ON 
STAGE AND DEGRADE WHAT OTHERS HOLD SACRED.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:00 PM

Liberty

Good point. My biggest problem with Bush is why are we still in Iraq. There
were no WMDs and Saddam Hussein is in hell where he belongs. Why are
we still at war? What's the final goal? Why aren't we talking about this
instead of awards given to 3 women?
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d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:02 PM

hmmm

Read my postings. At no point have I ever advocated doing anything but
voting with our wallets. I say if we don't like something, we don't have to
partake of it. I have never condoned violence or even incivility. What have
I said that Jesus would disagree with?
Although a conservative, I do not condone everything other conservatives 
say, just as I am sure that not all liberals condone what all other liberals 
say.
As for Toby Keith, I don't listen to him either, but that's just me. I was 
unware of the Natalie Maines/Saddam Hussein picture and am disgusted by 
it. Now I have one more reason to not listen to him.
I know of no instance where the government made or condoned of any of 
the 'threats' toward the Dixie Chicks. That was the point of my orignal post
- that it wasn't the government, or 'conservative talking points' that started 
this. BTW, what does a naked photo have to do with threats? Don't we
usally try to cover ourselves, or hide, when faced with threats? Posing nude
seems couterintuitive.
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:02 PM

BS

All that was said she was sorry Bush was from Texas.

First of all; Bush isn't from Texas, is not, nor ever will be a Texan or 
cowboy.

Bush has made Texas and cowboys look bad world wide.

It took Hollywood and Ronald Reagan 50 years to make cowboys into 
western heros and Bush needed only a few days to ruin it.
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d`Anconia writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:05 PM

hmmm

I would think that claiming that Saddam Hussein "is in hell where he 
belongs" is far less Christian than anything I've written so far.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:08 PM

Bush has nullified the Constitution?

hmmm... you think "Chunks" is among the "worst names imaginable"? 
You've had a very sheltered life. I grew up in poverty stricken areas. Give 
me your email address and I can supply you with words much worse that I 
heard on a daily basis growing up in my neighborhood that were much 
worse than "chunks". 

And stop trying to hijack this thread. This isn't about Bush and his 
supposed "trampling of the constitution" (which is a bunch of crap). This is 
about the Ditzy Sluts (see, that's worse than "Chunks") and their myopic, 
self obsessed borderline sociopathic behavior.
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 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

wavetheflag writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:09 PM

Radio is a joke

Too many commercials. 
Atleast you can change the channel.
Listen to more jazz or classical music....no lyrics! I can honestly say I have 
never heard Natalie Maines sing, or any of their songs. Lucky me huh!

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Peppermint writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:09 PM

hmmmmm

There are other threads that are talking about Iraq.
You can go there and discuss that if you like. 
As far as priorities go, the Dixie Chicks are no big priority to me, but if 
there is a discussion on it I just happen to like to give my opinion also. That 
doesn't mean I have my priorities in the wrong place.
I'm wondering what your next ploy will be to try to shut people down. Keep 
going. It gets funnier all the time. 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

JFP writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:10 PM

Constitutional obligations of the media?

What might those be? And where in the Constitution are they found? I've
never heard of them.

And it would open a huge can of worms if they existed. Everyone would be
suing the NY Times because their letter to the editor wasn't published.

As I said above, the first amendment imposes restrictions on Congress, but 
it imposes no restrictions or obligations on the media.
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everyonesfacts writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:14 PM

primus54 and pamsparkle

Primus, if you read my whole argument,
the artist would have to merit the playing
time (they would have to be popular).

When the DC new album came out they were
the highest selling album that week and 
in the top 15 selling albums for about
10 weeks following. Your Air America 
analogy makes my point, imagine if Air 
America was the most popular show in the 
land and you were not allowed to hear it 
on the only station that aired talk radio.

I'll grant you it is a freedom of the press
issue and not a freedom of speech issue. 
The only reason I see them as related is
that the press (music stations) banned
them for their speech.
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Liberty writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:15 PM

lettismkiller

You should read the Military Commission act and then come back and tell 
me all about it. Then, if you so choose, you can check out, for one, what
Bruce Fein wrote about it. He is a Constitutional Scholar who worked in
Reagan's administration.

I brought this up, leftismkiller, because it is because of these types of 
things that I would surmise that the Dixie Chicks made the comment they 
did.

By the way, ever read the NON-Patriot Act? Just because it has "patriot" in
it, does not mean it's a "patriotic" document. It most certainly is not.
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 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Peppermint writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:17 PM

clarity 

You are absolutely right. These celebrities think they are "entitled". That's 
the problem. Freedom of speech has nothing to do with their complaints.
They just don't want to accept responsibility for themselves as most 
celebrities don't. Theirs is a world of fantasy where anything goes and be 
damned of the consequences. Well, you reap what you sow.
Too bad. Whaa Whaa
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Kim writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:18 PM

Personal choice

I think all the women in the Dixie Chicks are talented musicians. I'll never
buy another record they make and I couldn't care if Natalie falls off the face 
of the earth tomorrow. While a talented singer, I think she is an idiot. My 
choice.

I think Bill O'Reilly is great. If he calls for a boycott and I think he's wrong,
I don't boycott. My choice.

The operative word here is "choice". American's aren't bound by anyone or 
anything to do or listen to anything they don't care to embrace.

These are just singers. Or actors. That's all. In the grand scheme of things,
they were lucky to be born with some talent (or not) and managed to get 
themselves an audience for their views. Some choose to state these views
publicly. Their choice.

But don't come cryin' to me when the "public" gets angry at what you say 
and acts accordingly.
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thinker writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:21 PM

Hollyweird

Holllyweird imbeciles have no idea about the world; they truly know 
nothing.
They repeat someone else's "plausible" (among them) opinions as their 
own.
Society of mutual adoration with an 
I.Q. of the spit (forgive me, spit!).
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aryling writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:22 PM

Chicks.Comeback and Repub Stupidity

whacked = nutjob backlash against the group.

"Paranoia" = http://www.townhall.com

With a TOTAL OF 85 DIXIE CHICKS POSTS ON THIS SITE ALONE.(Try a
search, TALK ABOUT PARANOID.)

Wasting this much space on them, talk about stupidity.
Keep up the good work, worrying about such crap.

Can't wait for '08!
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:22 PM

d`Anconia

My apologies if you feel I'm singling you out. I'm talking about what I've
seen and heard from some conservatives and country music listeners in 
general. You have said nothing that I necessarily disagree with. You are
free to vote with your wallet. Protest whomever you like. It's the Ameican
way. As for the nude cover. Their bodies were covered with the words
people used to threaten them such as traitors, whores, etc..

I do however have a problem with large raido monopolies like Clear 
Channel. I think it gives unfair advantages to certain artists and performers
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for radio airplay. If they're going to use public airwaves I believe they need
fair competition. In some markets all you get are Clear Channel stations. I
am lucky that I can afford XM radio (sattelite). But how would you like it if
there was only one tv network station instead of 5? All I'm saying is there
needs to be fair competition for public airwaves.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Dean writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:24 PM

Hmmm...

So based on your posts here, your position is essentially this: Those who I 
agree with can say whatever they want, no matter how distasteful, and 
should have free reign to do so without consequence, but those who do not 
agree with you must be restricted to what you consider tasteful and 
relevant?

Hmmmm, that reveals a lot about you now doesn't it? Your surname 
wouldn't happen to be Mao or Stalin, would it?

Take for instance Donaldd's post above. I find his post reprehensible and 
infantile, but I defend his right to say it. On the other hand, my belief in his 
right to be an idiot doesn't mean that I have to agree with him or buy his 
albums. That's free speech, not requiring privately owned radio stations to 
play specified material.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

sixpacktr writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:26 PM

Ditzy twits

can any one tell me what prison they were incarcerated in when they 
returned from London? If they are martyrs for a cause, surely there is a 
record of what they went thru.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:27 PM

Liberty

I have read about the Military Commissions Act and your "sky is falling 
approach" won't work with me or anyone else who isn't a dyed-in-the-wool 
leftist. You people have been trying to make this claim for years and yet 
you haven't provided a scintilla of evidence to support this claim. 

"I brought this up, leftismkiller, because it is because of these types of 
things that I would surmise that the Dixie Chicks made the comment they 
did."

Only one problem with this argument. The Chicks made their statement in 
2003 and the MCA was signed into law in 2006. See how liberal logic 
works? 

Let's face it, you brought this up because you want to hijack this thread 
because you hate GWB. That's it. 

By the way, did you know that the MCA passed through Congress by 
overwhelming majorities, almost enough to override any potential veto?
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:29 PM

aryling

Please explain to me how THE GOVERNMENT had the Chicks "wacked".

No paranoia, no conjecture. Just use facts.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:30 PM

You misunderstood

"I would think that claiming that Saddam Hussein "is in hell where he 
belongs" is far less Christian than anything I've written so far."

It may be. I'm not a Christian.
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 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

everyonesfacts writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:30 PM

JFP

If you can't use a right do you actually 
have one. I know you own a tv station and 
a radio station, but I don't. 

Radio stations like tv stations operate "in 
the public interest."
And thus have equal time laws associated
with them as well as other obligations.

If you would be for opening up the radio 
stations to all comers. We have something
we agree on. But as of now radio and tv
stations have obligations (based on their
monopoly status) that other media (internet,
cable tv, newspapers) don't have.

IMHO the restriction of the DC is worse than
payola. Btw, if radio stations were just
commercial entities there should be no
problem with payola.
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:39 PM

Dean

You can say I don't believe in people's right to protest or say what they 
want all you want. It doesn't make it so. My point is there's much more in
this country to get worked up about. Also, I feel that many people claim
that they are Christians in this country, but don't act vert Christlike. Does
this clear things up for you?
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cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:41 PM

Hmmm.

Your posts are strange.

You say that because we have an opinion about this band and their loss of 
income, we somehow don't care about the bigger things going on in the 
world. Obviously, like you, we are not limited to caring about only one
thing. We can have opinions on multiple issues. 

Then you take a Dixie Chicks article and make it be about Iraq.

That is an amazing tortuous metamorphosis of thought that doesn't seem 
to follow reality. Why do you do that? You do realize that the very thing you
did there is one reason why liberal thought is so exhaustively criticized by 
conservatives? Why did you make something not about Iraq be about Iraq?
There are plenty of other blogs about Iraq. Go and post there.
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Jon Sanders writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:42 PM

It was Entertainment Weekly

"hmmm" was correct; I was looking right at the cover and just wrote the wrong 
title. 

See the "McRock Star" posts here:
http://www.johnlocke.org/lockerroom/index.html?day=22&month=05&year=2006
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:48 PM

Dean

Radio stations play what they are paid most for by Special interests.

Try getting your record played on any station; Without backing from some 
special group it will never be heard.
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I don't own any Dixie Chicks CDs, DVDs, or records and may never.

What I've said is true whether you believe or like it or not.

As old Actors say, "good publicity sells less than does bad publicity as long 
as you spell their names right".

Like Coulter's Hate spewing is still getting the venue she wants; publicity to 
sell her hate filled books. Ignore her and in less than a year people will ask 
when her name is brought up in conversation, "Ann Who?"

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Peppermint writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:57 PM

hmmm

What the heck has the Chicks and people not liking what they say have to 
do with Christianity?

Are we supposed to like what everyone says to be Christlike? I don't think 
so. Additionally we don't have to suffer their boring, neurotic, self 
aggrandized selves and their music if we don't want.

It's called freedom to choose. 

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Howie writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 12:57 PM

Dixie Grammies, Fraud

The Dixie Chicks won several Grammy awards the other day, and the MSM
would like you to think it is because the American public has accepted their
message. Natalie Maine’s said “I’m slowly getting my faith back in
mankind.” How about this for a take on the Grammies, they do not
represent reality. The Chicks album sales are in the toilet compared to their
previous albums. They are not filling their arenas when performing live.
And they have to resort to 60 minutes stunts to promote their lackluster
selling albums. Yes, remember when the latest Chicks album was about to
be launched. CBS, owned by Viacom, which also owns the Chicks label,
courageously had them on the venerable 60 minutes program to talk about
their struggle, and new album, the week of the albums release. This is
disingenuous at best, as 60 minutes used to be a program about news, not
a 60 minute commercial for Viacom properties.
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:04 PM

cmitch4

"You say that because we have an opinion about this band and their loss of 
income, we somehow don't care about the bigger things going on in the 
world."

Where did I say this? 

"you take a Dixie Chicks article and make it be about Iraq"

I've talked about the Chicks more than Iraq. Sorry if you can't handle it. 

"Go and post there."

Careful or people will think you're trying to take away my first amendment 
rights and call you
"Mao or Stalin".

The reason I originally posted on this site was to correct an error in the 
article. If you have any questions for me just ask. I'll be glad to answer. I'll
try and use small words. 
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rlaTEXAS writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:06 PM

Donaldd - don't tell Midland, but

we "sad" folks in the BOOMING area of west Texas have signs as you enter 
Midland: "Home of Presidents" and Hometown of George and Laura Bush. 
And you know what... we are actually PROUD of them!!! 

But the liberal crap has landed even here - MISD had "Winter Break" in 
December. Oh, well. 

I figure the Chicks are as Texan as Austin and those lefty loons. The rest of 
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us just sigh and get on with REAL life in the best state in the union!
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:12 PM

Peppermint

"What the heck has the Chicks and people not liking what they say have to 
do with Christianity?"

Not liking what they say is fine. Why do you keep insisting that I want
people's first amendment rights taken away. If you say this enough times
do you think it comes true? Threatening them and their families is what I
find not very Christlike nor is it protected speech. Many people threatened
them. That was the point of their song. Do you think threats are Christlike?
Are threats freedom of speech? Is yelling "fire" in a crowded theatre free
speech?
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Critical Bill writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:16 PM

music musing...

Well, for starters taking a quote from someone who was in the Grateful 
Dead as your starting point is slightly flawed. The man has probably had 
more drugs than I've had hot dinners and since I turned 35 yesterday 
that's quite a lot. Secondly, the Grammys are the third lamest thing in 
popular music; slightly less lame than the Hrad Rock Cafe but much less 
lame than the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame. Jeez, this nonsense is so not what 
popular music is all about. I wonder if anyone has turned down 
membership of the rock n roll hall of fame... I should hope so. But I havea 
horrible feeling that the Sex Pistols are in there so everyone has an excuse 
now. Not that I particularly mind the Dixie Chicks winning Grammys, I 
thought the whole Clear Channel banning their records was utterly 
ridiculous. If that's what you think rebelling is all about then so be it...
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Don't Tread On Me writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:24 PM

But Is It Real? Will They Last?

I have always thought that it was not so much Natalie Maines' opinion as 
such, as her choice of venue and words, that peeohed the fan base. If 
she'd, say, gone on a talk show and said she disagreed with Pres. Bush, I 
don't think the reaction would have been much. But she first of all 
interrupted a CONCERT, which is about MUSIC, not political screeds, to 
make this snippy snotty crack "Just so you know, we're ashamed the 
President of the United States is from Texas." Furthermore, it was before a 
foreign audience in London (elsewhere I miswrote "Paris" - my bad) 
although I don't think it would have been much better here. 

It just so happened their genre was the one (with the possible exception of 
traditional bluegrass) whose audience base was most likely to take 
umbrage at such sentiments and especially at such scurrilous contempt. 
Lord knows I got plenny issues w/ Pres. Bush myself, tho I suspect Ms. 
Maines and I would find very little common ground on the details. I'd 
probably be offended if an artist from Arkansas had made a similar 
comment about Waco Willie in similar circumstances, & I'm ashamed 
Clinton's from the same solar system.

Someone previously mentioned rap, heavy metal, etc, but conservatives 
and Christians have been critical of those genres and their artists for years. 
They couldn't very well boycott those artists and labels because they never 
were in the market to begin with. The diff is that the Chix' own fan base 
was composed predominately of conservatives and evangelical Christians. 
When such decide they don't want to support or listen to an artist who has 
so pointedly dissed them and their country, they will close their 
pocketbooks and switch off their radios, which they have a perfect right to 
do, & it will hurt. That's real free speech, not a phoney presumed "right" for 
Maines to spout off with any idiotic drivel that pops into her head, without 
any repercussions.

Since I'm not a country fan myself, I'm not familiar with Toby Kieth's 
pronouncements, but I imagine he hasn't gotten as much heat because he 
surely chose a more appropriate and reasoned time and manner to express 
his misgivings.

This whole "comeback" and Grammies business smells to me. The Chix 
have crossed over to another genre friendlier to their views. The Grammies
are awarded by a panel of music-industry figures, not the general audience. 
And these 'phenomenal' sales figures in the hundreds of thousands, 
coupled with poor ticket sales and event attendance, makes me wonder if 
some of that "comeback" wasn't artificially contrived and shilled?

The real test will be whether the Chix' success in their new genre and 
audience continues after this particular non-controversy blows over and is 
forgotten, and they have to sell records and concert tickets based on 
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musical merit only. If they're no longer hot stuff a year or two out, I would 
wonder about the authenticity of their recent apparent "comeback."
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:27 PM

hmmmm

The problem here is that nobody is advocating threatening them at all. But 
taking one ro two nutbals and their death threats and pretending like this is 
happeneing on a daily basis is ludicrous. You mentioned Ann Coulter, how 
many death threats do you think she gets on a regular basis. I never hear 
lefties claim how "un-Christlike" that is. 

We're not talking about a random death threat against Natalie. We all know 
that is wrong. What we are talking about is how these self proclaimed 
martyrs are crying foul all because millions of their fans have decided to 
throw out their CD's and not go to their concerts anymore. That is NOT 
banninng free speech. It's called consumer choice. 

As Dennis Miller said "Surprisingly, making fun of the president on foreign 
soil in time of war doesn't sit well with the NASCAR crowd."

Oh, and by the way, Toby Keith was NEVER in favor ofthe Iraq War and is a 
self decribed "moderate Democrat". Betcha didn't know that, did ya?
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DavidMac writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:29 PM

The Chicks raison d'etre

To understand the Chicks' political speech, you must understand how the 
leftists view themselves.

First, they don't acknowledge the traditional political spectrum. They
believe they (the left) are mainstream and the right is a radical and 
extreme off-shoot from the mainstream. When was the last time a MSM
pundit said the words, "Liberal talk-show host" or "liberal professor"?

Second, the Chicks see the right as occupying Nazis and themselves as 
patriotic partisans fighting for freedom. The Chicks express themselves as
victims challenging the evil right-wing occupiers who want to stifle their 
speech.

The left, generally, sees themselves as victims who are oppressed, 
freedom-loving patriots. The left views the right as a fascist aberration, far
from the norm of American politics which is expressed by the Chicks.

The left's obsession with sanctimony, with the moral highground, 
victimhood, etc. is why they can ignore the facts and claim that they are 
the true Americans.

P.S.: Natalie's drop-dead cute, but that doesn't make her right.
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cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:31 PM

Hmmm. The Dixie Chicks and Iraq.

You wrote it right here, in your discussion with Liberty:

Why are we still at war? What's the final goal? Why aren't we talking about 
this instead of awards given to 3 women?

You specifically said that instead of talking about the Dixie Chicks--which 
you've posted about exhaustively--we should be talking about Iraq.

That means you are trying to take this article and refocus the conversation 
to Iraq. And I wasn't the only one to interpret this as such. Many other
posters did as well; hence, they told you to go to other blogs.

Just try to stay in context. It makes your points more effective. So does
using small words.
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Dean writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:32 PM

Donaldd and Hmmm....
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See, both of you disagreed with me in this forum and I'm not claiming that 
I'm being stifled, only disagreed with. Does that make my position clear?

As far as getting a record played, believe me, as a working musician for the 
last 25 years, I know how hard it is, yet I don't "expect" people to play my 
cd's, I merely want them to. It's this egocentric position that makes their 
expectations so out of whack.

As far as priorities go, that's part of freedom to. We can all comment on 
any subject, regardless of it's speciousness. Yea America!
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:32 PM

leftismkiller

The MCA passed the Senate on a majority with all Democratic members 
voting against and the lone independant not voting.

No where near the 2/3 to override a veto.

Republicans knew Bush would not Veto a bill that made himself immune 
from prosecution for what the Supreme Court had already ruled as War 
Crimes against humanity.
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:37 PM

leftismkiller 

Coulter; death threats?

Coulter has probably made more death threats than received.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:43 PM

MCA

Donald - 

The MCA passed the Senate by a vote of 65, 2 short of the 67 needed to 
override a potential veto (not saying that Bush would have vetoed it, just 
that any potential veto was very close to being overridden) - to 34 with 1 
abstaining. Of the 44 Democrats (not counting Jeffords, who voted 
against), 12 voted for it and 32 voted against. 

I just gotta ask, do you do ANY research at all before posting or do you 
merely talk outta your keister?
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:43 PM

leftismkiller

"The problem here is that nobody is advocating threatening them at all." 

No one on the right seems to be discussing this part of it at all. The DCs
will say how they are ashamed of the president and conservatives are up in 
arms. They get threatened by loonies and no one on the right wants to talk
about it.

"You mentioned Ann Coulter"

No I didn't. Not even once.

"how many death threats do you think she gets on a regular basis. I never 
hear lefties claim how "un-Christlike" that is."

That's because the left doesn't usually doesn't exploit its faith as much as 
conservatives. (Note: I said usually not always.) If your going to use Jesus
to sell your politics than you should really start acting like him.

"That is NOT banninng free speech. It's called consumer choice." 

For the umpteenth time, I agree

"As Dennis Miller said "Surprisingly, making fun of the president on foreign 
soil in time of war doesn't sit well with the NASCAR crowd.""

England is barely "foreign soil". It's as "foreign" as Canada is. Give me a
break.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:44 PM

Donald

1) What death threats has coulter made, please cite sources.

2) You seriously doubt that she gets death threats on a daily basis from 
factually challenged nutjobs just like yourself? really?
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:50 PM

cmitch4

I used the pronoun "we". That means I'm guilty as well. Is "we" too big of a
word?
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:51 PM

Symptomatic of the problem.

This is what conservatives do. They latch on to the small, pretty irrelevant
issues that they can use to stir up some "patriotism" in their core base.

You righties are all about drawing lines, calling people who are against you 
"TRAITORS".

When it comes to the big problems, you have no answers... no strategies, 
but you have a rabid base, and that's something. 

And the best way to make sure they stay loyal to you is to make them as 
polarizing as possible, and you do that by stirring up stupid $hit every 
chance you get. "Freedom Fries", anyone?

You keep enforcing this idea in people long enough, that they're the last 
true "patriots" in America, and they'll be on your side in any issue you 
invoke America's name in.

As as for the Chicks, I don't think their income has been hurt one bit by 
people "protesting with their wallets". They're bigger than ever. So much
for O'Reily's "Their career is over!" remark. 

So surprising, coming from a man who oh so often has his hands right on 
the pulse of the American People.
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:58 PM

What's really ridiculous about this is

That the chicks are allowed to not like Bush. Period. That's their right.

Hell, almost half the country doesn't like him, if you're going by the last 
election numbers. Is half the country traitors (as someone called the chicks
above)? What about the most recent approval poll that has him at 26%? Is
74% of the country traitorous?

Why is it such a big deal when people say out loud what they don't like?

Because opposing viewpoints should be stifled in times of war! Right!?!

No, they shouldn't. Do some research - That would be called "Facism".
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Mac Moore writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:58 PM

Air Time Is Not Free

To "everyonesfacts": You wrote:
"My point is that if there is only one country
station in a market (monopoly) and they
refuse to play the Chicks or Toby Keith
it is akin to speech and press censorship.
And I am against that."
Are you nuts?
The Chicks and Toby Keith are more than welcome to sing and protest all 
they want. Likewise, radios stations are private citizens and can do the
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same. Just like any other private business or citizen, the owners of radio
stations have a right to be able to serve up any menu of items that make 
them happy. Thats not called Speech and Press Censorship, that is called
Speech and Press Freedom. It is a big difference from your understanding
of censorship vs freedom. It is guaranteed under our Constitution. You
should investigate it.
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 1:59 PM

leftismkiller

Public Law 109-366 Military Comissions Act

9/22/2006 Introduced in Senate 
9/28/2006 Passed/agreed to in Senate: Passed Senate with an amendment 
by Yea-Nay Vote. 65 - 34. Record Vote Number: 259. 
9/29/2006 Passed/agreed to in House: On passage Passed by the Yeas and 
Nays: 250 - 170 (Roll no. 508). 
10/17/2006 Signed by President. 
10/17/2006 Became Public Law No: 109-366 

Hamdan Vs Rumsfeld
Supreme Court 5-3 Decision

"This almost certainly means that the CIA's interrogation regime is 
unlawful, and indeed, that many techniques the Administation has been 
using, such as waterboarding and hypothermia (and others) violate the War 
Crimes Act (because violations of Common Article 3 are deemed war 
crimes)."

MCA post dated gives the CIA and Bush Administration Immunity from 
prosecution for War Crimes.

NOTE: This does not give immunity to the troops who followed their orders 
or directions and are now being or were prosecuted. 
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cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:07 PM

Hmmm and Jesus the Christ.

I was suppressing the urge for some time, but I'll freely admit that I'm 
going to explode here. Please excuse my going off topic. I'm freely
declaring that I am here, so those uninterested, just bypass this post. 

Hmmm.... You do not understand the religion of Christianity that you so
vehemently protest or the Jesus whom you exploit to make this statement:
"If your going to use Jesus to sell your politics than you should really start 
acting like him."

This shows us that you don't know much about the Christianity you 
criticize. Here is the basic lesson that you MUST understand: JESUS was
not the "love everyone" & "be tolerant of everything" character that you
imply in your posts. Jesus seriously rebuked many in his time. And, our
Father, with whom Jesus is one, sent grave judgment on the Israelites for 
turning into what God describes as "perversion" (and this is defined as idol 
worship, homosexuality, pederasty, etc.). [Notice, cmitch4 does not make 
this definition of "perversion". GOD makes the definition.]

I am not asking you to believe what I believe. You should understand that
your argument is ineffective because you are ascribing traits to Jesus and 
God the Father that are incomplete....you leave out the part of their 
character that is judgmental and discerning because it is convenient for 
your argument. But, because you don't understand this part of the faith,
we cannot take seriously your criticism.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:15 PM

Donald

Do you see the 65-34 vote there in the senate?

Apology accepted.
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:16 PM

leftismkiller

"We need somebody to put rat poisoning in Justice Stevens' creme brulee," 
Coulter said.
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:17 PM

cmitch, a few words:

But Jesus was predominantly accepting, loving, and tolerant, was he not? 

You make it seem like their comments are contradictory to Jesus' true 
nature and they are not.

In fact, if anyone is guilty of purporting Jesus to be "all loving", it would be 
the Church, would you not agree?
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Liberty writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:17 PM

Leftismkiller

You said, "I have read about the Military Commissions Act and your "sky is 
falling approach" won't work with me or anyone else who isn't a 
dyed-in-the-wool leftist. You people have been trying to make this claim for 
years and yet you haven't provided a scintilla of evidence to support this 
claim."

Dear "Killer":
The "proof", as you so eloquently put it, is the legislation itself. You do
know how to read don't you? It's actually quite short. As I said, GO READ
IT and then come back and tell me how fine and dandy it is! 

By the way, I'm a real conservative. Something, you most likely have
nothing in common with.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:18 PM

Donald

Do you see where the MCA passed the Senate by a vote of 65 - 34?

Apology Accepted.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:19 PM

Liberty

You still come at me with nothing. Keep flapping. I'm laughing. 

"By the way, I'm a real conservative. Something, you most likely have 
nothing in common with."

Sure.......
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:21 PM

Donald

""We need somebody to put rat poisoning in Justice Stevens' creme 
brulee," Coulter said."

Even assuming Coulter is serious (which she most definitely is not. 
Apparently you don't know what sarcastic humor is) How is that a death 
threat?
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:27 PM

We're ignoring the real issue

Listen folks, the issue is getting sidestepped here. 

NOBODY is saying that the DC's don't have a right to speak their mind. 
Nobody on here is advocating that they go to jail or be killed or harmed for 
speaking their opinion. They fully have a right to say that they don't like 
President Bush, that they are against the War in Iraq, that they think Toby 
Keith is stupid or that they hate the Designated Hitter rule. 

The point we are making here is that we all have a right to criticize their 
opinions and even mock them if we so choose. If someone wants to make 
fun of Ann Coulter's adams apple that's fine with me. Have at it. Just like if 
someone wants to cal Natalie Maines an opportunistic media wh$re that's 
also fine with me. You have the right to do that. 

The DC's have the right to speak their mind, and we have the right to laugh 
at how stupid they are and to stop buying their music.

 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:28 PM

response to SuperMario

No, I disagree with your comments.

When discussing the way Jesus, or God the Father, would respond to a 
situation, we have to take their entire character in account--not their 
"predominant nature"--in the same way that my daughter must take my 
entire character into account when she takes a certain action. She knows
that certain things are "no no's" even if my character is predominantely 
loving. 

No, I don't think "the church" asserts the loving element of Jesus as being 
His "main" characteristics (of course, it's always dangerous to say "the 
church" because you're talking about a LOT of different beliefs within 
Christianity). The reason Christians, in general, are so staunchly socially
conservative is because we want to be completely obedient to GOD's laws 
which do have prohibitions--there are things which are defined as "no 
no's"--everything isn't just love and kindness. 

This is really a huge discussion--hard to have on the internet. And frankly,
have nothing to do with the Dixie chicks. Their behavior is simply silly and
selfish. I object to the use of the sentiment: "Act like Jesus or don't use
him as part of your politics"--when the person making the accusation 
appears to have a flawed understanding of what "act like Jesus" means.
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:28 PM

Eat rat poison and come back and tell us

how it's so healthy for you to eat.

This death threat arguement is kind of silly, because the dixie chicks most 
assuredly got death threats. Probably eloquently worded ones, too, from
the most educated America has to offer.

Hell, they had to have metal detectors put in at concerts!

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/2972043.stm

Ann Coulter I'm sure gets them, too. She's VERY easy to dislike.

Where's the argument here? The idiotic of BOTH SIDES resort to stupid
things like death threats, doesn't make them right or OK.
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:28 PM

leftismkiller 

Coulter is facing possible Criminal Charges, 2 felonies and a misdemeanor, 
for Voting irregularities in Florida if any State Republican Administration has 
the guts to pursue them which I seriously doubt any Republican Cronies 
will.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:29 PM

England

Oh and by the way, you're frikkin retarded if you don't think England is 
foreign soil - another country 3,000 miles away? Did you fail geography?
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:33 PM

WWJD?

What about all those wrist bands and mantras floating around?

"What would Jesus do?"

Having gone through 12 years of religious education, as well as having 
studied theology subsequently and worked in a religious office for some 
time, I'm pretty familiar with Christianity, specifically Catholicism. Jesus is
almost universally portrayed as forgiving and loving. Sure, he can be a
badass when he wants to be - the turning out of the temple, for example - 
but on the whole he is very much peaceful and compassionate.

Whether or not he really was is open for debate, but as for how he is 
portrayed, there's not much of a question on that.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:33 PM

Coulter

Facing criminal charges? For the town council election?

Don't get your hopes up. You'll be disappointed.
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MrClean writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:34 PM

Yet another idiot Liberal!

Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:28 PM 
leftismkiller 
Coulter is facing possible Criminal Charges, 2 felonies and a misdemeanor, 
for Voting irregularities in Florida if any State Republican Administration has 
the guts to pursue them which I seriously doubt any Republican Cronies 
will. 

You LIbiots keep trying to apply your complete lack of moral values to us 
Conservatives.

WE don't cheat in elections. We don't have too. We are on the Right side
and will prevail.

Nearly EVERY voting irregularity ever proven has been perpetrated by the 
Democrats. Chicago, Tamanni Hall, the actual list is endless!

LIBiots 
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MrClean writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:35 PM

Yet another idiot Liberal!

Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:28 PM 
leftismkiller 
Coulter is facing possible Criminal Charges, 2 felonies and a misdemeanor, 
for Voting irregularities in Florida if any State Republican Administration has 
the guts to pursue them which I seriously doubt any Republican Cronies 
will. 

You LIbiots keep trying to apply your complete lack of moral values to us 
Conservatives.

WE don't cheat in elections. We don't have too. We are on the Right side
and will prevail.

Nearly EVERY voting irregularity ever proven has been perpetrated by the 
Democrats. Chicago, Tamanni Hall, the actual list is endless!

LIBiots 
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 Email It  |   Print It |   Flag as Offensive

Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:36 PM

And what about repenting?

If you commit basically any crime but then truly repent, you are forgiven 
and welcomed into heaven... Confess your sins, do pennance, and be 
absolved... Is this not the general consensus?

That doesn't sound very prohibitive to me.
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:38 PM

Really, Mr. Clean?

All those voting irregularities just happened to end up in favor of the 
republicans?

Does the crap you're shoveling ever sting your nostrils?
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JayJay writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:39 PM

MrClean et al

I'm happy to see the level of conservative discourse remains so elevated.

Go, chicks.
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cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:44 PM

Repentance

I guess I would say that there are many factions of Christianity, and the 
verbage of one does not make for reality. I understand your point about
"how he is portrayed"--I agree that sometimes a reputation obscures 
reality. This is unfortunate.

I am not a catholic, and my particular belief is in the ultimate establishment 
of the Kingdom of God. We do not believe in "hell" (in the "Dante" form).
So, when you make these modifications to some of the presumptions, then 
many positions might take on a different meaning.

In regard to repentance: God accepts "change" (the real meaning of the 
word). It doesn't mean a quick apology; it means a change in mind, heart
and behavior.

The bracelets: yeah, I see them on young people. I hope they are not there 
simply to remind them to be loving, but also to be judgmental and 
discerning in evaluating all things in relation to God's law.
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:46 PM

Well, inkling, I'll work backwards:

I found this on your 20,000 signatures:

"A link to the Wikipedia article on the "Oregon Petition" (which incidently, is 
over five years out of date and only more climate science has pointed 
towards anthropogenic climate change since). Quoted there-in, from 
Scientific American: 

Scientific American took a sample of 30 of the 1,400 signatories claiming to
hold a Ph.D. in a climate-related science. Of the 26 we were able to identify
in various databases, 11 said they still agreed with the petition —- one was
an active climate researcher, two others had relevant expertise, and eight
signed based on an informal evaluation. Six said they would not sign the
petition today, three did not remember any such petition, one had died,
and five did not answer repeated messages. Crudely extrapolating, the
petition supporters include a core of about 200 climate researchers – a
respectable number, though rather a small fraction of the climatological
community.

The National Academy for the Sciences also made the following statement 
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regarding the paper and petition: 

The NAS Council would like to make it clear that this petition has nothing to 
do with the National Academy of Sciences and that the manuscript was not 
published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences or in any 
other peer-reviewed journal." It also said "The petition does not reflect the 
conclusions of expert reports of the Academy.

…which should be no surprise as it clearly contradicts the understanding at
the time (not to mention current knowledge). The entire event was
misleading and represented nothing more than a movement to try and
confuse the issue of global warming and what policy actions to take
regarding it."
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:47 PM

Ah, darnit!

I apologize guys, I'm posting on two different pages and I confused them!
Chalk it up to liberal stupidity.
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Super Mario writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:50 PM

Cmitch,

But doesn't James say "Judge not lest ye be judged" in Matthew?

I was always taught that the only person who could be judgemental is God, 
and that we should leave the judgements up to him.

It makes sense to me, otherwise we're presuming we'll know what God 
wants, and that's not only arrogant, but impossible.
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svpallava writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:51 PM

For hmmm

I was actually RAISED in Canada. My question was on ONE of the ten
provinces.

You remember that the nine others include Ontario and QueerBec, right?

Unfortunately, these two have 60% of the population and 98% of the 
liberals/Liberals between them.

I can remember posting on TH in early November a suggestion that the US 
could do a one-time province-state swap of Minnesota (with its al-Qaeda 
congressman) for Alberta (with clean coal, not under Clintonian 
restrictions; plus tarsands, gas, lotsa water--all excellent for power 
generation). Both the US and Alberta would benefit greatly; as for Canada,
the ON/QC combo already did too much damage for this to have much 
negative effect; MN would at least be held in check by those two 
afterwards.
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Mountain Rose writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:52 PM

Donaldd- are you still stalking

Ann Coulter?

Last time I looked, this wasn't her column.

I guess talking about those chicks with a lot in their heads was getting 
boring.

The Dixie up-Chucks have a lot in their heads: no brains, just a big empty 
lot!
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:52 PM

cmitch4
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"JESUS was not the "love everyone" & "be tolerant of everything" character 
that you imply in your posts"

"Love one another as I have loved you", 
"Jesus is Love", etc... The only time I remember hearing about Jesus being
angry is when he was dealing with the hypocrites in the temple. I'm sorry
you feel Jesus and God do not love everyone. Also, I don't recall ever
saying Jesus is tolerant of everyone and everything. Also, if Jesus was risen
from the dead, should you use "Jesus is not" instead of "Jesus was not".
I'm just saying. If he's not all loving than you probably don't want to p!ss
him off.
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bet writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 2:54 PM

GO SOMEWHERE TO LIVE!!!

I WILL NEVER BUY ANYTHING FROM THE DIXIE CHICKS !!!!
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southerncon writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 3:00 PM

Lilly

"Bush administration provides talking points to the right wing media" - you
really think people stopped listening to the Ditzy Chicks because O'Reilly 
said to? Good grief the Constitution protects freedom of speech (that
means you can say any thing you wish and goverment will not kill you or 
lock you up in the Gulag) - however, there is absolutely no guarantee 
anyone have to listen. People listen to O'Reilly because they find his show
interesting - but really to you think the "right wing" media has that much 
power? People make up their own minds - heck I'm conservative but I
listen to NPR, occasionally read the NYT and for real kicks read the 
DailyKos. What did O'Reilly do that was so bad? Established what Nutty
Natty did and said he wasn't going to buy any of their stuff - if you agree 
you don't have too either. The court of public opinion is very powerful.
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leftismkiller writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 3:01 PM

Jayjay

Yeah go chicks! And take Springsteen with you.
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Donaldd writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 3:06 PM

leftismkiller 

"Even assuming Coulter is serious (which she most definitely is not. 
Apparently you don't know what sarcastic humor is) How is that a death 
threat?"

Assuming some Right Wing nut takes her serious matters.

5.02 Solicitation 
(1)command, encourage, request another to engage in specific criminal 
conduct w/ purpose of promoting or facilitating commission of a crime, 
including attempt

(2) failure to communicate solicitation immaterial

(3) non-occurence of crime is immaterial

(4) affirm defense: voluntary renunciation AND prevention of crime by 
persuasuasion or action

NB: 2.06 (3) solicitation makes actor an accomplice
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EZ$ writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 3:08 PM

Thieves,Liars,"Spin" monkeys

Manufactured Opinion...One of the trademark traits of Communistic hacks 
was to set a fire and accuse the west of doing the same. Time and again 
that was their modus operandi. So here's MO and he states "THe Bush 
administration provides talking points so BLAH BLAH ,BLAH!" 
Jerkster....THAT is the dumbesr thing posted in a while! Go back under the 
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rock and search for an original thought!!
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cmitch4 writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 3:13 PM

Knowing His Character

It is not arrogant, nor impossible, to know God and his laws for man. He
gave them to us very explicitly, and they are chronicled in the Old 
Testament. God dealt very exhaustively with the Israelites, imploring them
to return to these laws which He'd given them. 

Yes, much of the New Testament is devoted to helping us understand that 
we have responsibilities to one another--to helping each other along, to 
building each other up, to being kind and patient with our brothers when 
they struggle--we can do this better when we recognize our own frailties 
and inadequacies. The messages of patience and love for each other do not
negate the laws and statutes of God. They are to be taken in total, not in
parts.

Hmmmm. I think you are silly. You don't seem to be genuinely interested in
dialogue or a different point of view. I wonder why you spend time here. 
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hmmm... writes: Tuesday, February, 13, 2007 3:17 PM

svpallava

"I was actually RAISED in Canada" 

You were raised on "foreign" soil!?! How unAmerican! Don't tell
leftismkiller. Seriously, Do you consider Canada to be that foreign? Or
England for that matter. Hawaii is nearly as "foreign". But don't speak out
against the US president in England or Canada, because no US citizen ever 
made cutting remarks about Bill Clinton there. Conservatives are too
respectful of the presidency for that.
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